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Oct 05, 2021 - C Programming: Tips of the Day. Difference between signed / unsigned char : There's no dedicated "character type" in C language. char is an integer type, same (in that regard) as int, short and other integer types. char just happens to be the smallest integer type.
Sep 22, 2021 - The Xv6 homeworks consist of small programming exercises that extend xv6 in interesting ways. By getting their hands dirty with xv6, students have an opportunity to absorb xv6 and explore ideas that are not covered in the text. The homeworks are available from the 6.828 schedule page. Unix Version 6. 6.828's xv6 is inspired by Unix V6 and by:
Problem Solving and Program Design in C teaches introductory students to program with ANSI-C, a standardized, industrial-strength programming language known for its power and probability. The text uses widely accepted software engineering methods to teach students to design cohesive, adaptable, and reusable program solution modules with ANSI-C.
Feb 26, 2020 - Ruby Exercises, Practice and Solution: Ruby is a simple and powerful object-oriented programming language, created by Yukihiro Matsumoto. Like Perl, Ruby is good at text processing. Like Smalltalk, everything in Ruby is an object, and Ruby has blocks,...